International Networking Event

Paris La Defence, 27th of February 2020

ZENIT as partner of the Enterprise Europe Network, organizes in close cooperation with their network partners CCI Paris Ile-de-France, an international networking event during TECHINNOV event, 27th of February 2019 in Paris La Defence.

TECH’INNOV is the reference event for the French innovation ecosystem. It brings together all key-players of the French innovation landscape, from well-known big players like Airbus, Faurecia, Renault and Air Liquide to the niche-players among innovative SME’s. Not to forget the over 40 venture capital and business angel organizations. For both exhibitors and participants TECHINNOV combines the advantages of a conference with the visibility provided by a trade show.

The main topics of the 2020 edition are Artificial Intelligence, HealthTech, Industry 4.0 and Smart manufacturing.
Please find more information with TECH’INNOV website: https://techinnov.events/EN/

At our networking event you will be given the opportunity to meet-up with relevant representatives from different companies. In the preparation of this trip, we will make sure you will be connected to the right partners, based on your needs and preferences.

You will benefit as EEN client to a special 295 euro participation fee (VAT excluded) to the TECHINNOV until the 31st of January 2020 with the early bird: EENTEC20

Travel- and accommodation costs are at own expense.

Interested? Please contact your EEN contact:
Melissa ADOU-MACHECLER
Email: m.adoumachecler@essonne.cci.fr
Oder
Benno Weissner
Email: bw@zenit.de